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Abstract

Korean TV dramas, as important parts of the Korean Wave (Hallyu), are famous all over

the world. China produces most TV dramas in the world. Both countries’ TV drama industries

have their own advantages. In order to provide meaningful recommendations for drama

production companies and TV stations, this paper analyzes, determines, and compares the

characteristics of Korean and Chinese TV drama production and broadcasting.

Korea enjoys a higher degree of marketization than China, and the Korean TV drama

industry enjoys the Korean government’s great support. During the production process, the

screenwriter is at the center position and has great influence over the whole production team.

The producer is also the director in order to ensure that the drama’s quality meets expectations.

In broadcasting, the three main TV stations – SBS, KBS, and MBC – hold dominant positions.

In addition, there are different types of broadcasting models according to broadcasting time and

frequency. Further, the main types of dramas are family dramas and romantic dramas, and are

based on the contemporary period.

In China, the importance of the SARFT cannot be ignored. On one hand, the SARFT

regulates the whole production process through strict censorship and regulation. Further, the

SARFT also regulates dramas’ broadcasting model, broadcasting time, broadcasting players,

and broadcasting content. Besides that, the SARFT also regulates broadcasting content by

encouraging the broadcast of realistic dramas based on the contemporary period, and by

requiring TV stations to broadcast Red TV dramas.

By comparing the drama production and broadcasting characteristics of Korea and China,
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we observe several differences and similarities. The greatest difference in production is that

Korean production is more efficient than Chinese production. As for broadcasting, the primary

difference between the two countries’ dramas is in diversity. Korean broadcasting models are

more varied, but China’s broadcasting content is more diversified. The two countries also are

similar across three main characteristics. First, both countries realize the importance of

communication with audiences. This is reflected in Korea’s shooting-while-broadcasting model

and China’s production and broadcasting of more IP TV dramas. Second, both countries have

their own main TV stations with dominant market positions. In Korea, these are SBS, KBS, and

MBC. In China, they are the Five Star TV stations. As a result, access to audiences is important

when broadcasting TV dramas. Last but not least, both countries mainly broadcast romantic

dramas and family dramas set in the contemporary period.

Keywords: Korean Television dramas, Chinese Television dramas, Television drama’s

production, Television drama’s broadcast

Student Number: 2015-25098
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Research Question

Since 2016, the South Korean Television drama(hereinafter referred as TV drama)

Descendants of the Sun (태양의후예), the story of a romance between a chic-looking Army

captain and a female doctor in a fictional war-torn country named Uruk, has been hot in both

South Korea (hereinafter referred to as Korea) and China. Descendants of the Sun not only blew

up on Korean and Chinese social media and made South Korean actor Song Joong-ki（송중기）

become the Chinese nation’s husband(国民老公), but also got the attention of China’s military

newspaper, the People's Liberation Army Daily, which described the Korean TV drama as “a

piece of great advertisement for conscription.”

Just as female audiences in China were being charmed by Song Joong-ki in Descendants of

the Sun, South Korean fans of the Chinese TV drama, Nirvana in Fire (琅琊榜), were falling

head over heels for the show's leading character Mei Changsu, played by Chinese actor Hu

Ge(胡歌). In China, the show has developed a good reputation since it broadcast. Further, the

ratings of the Nirvana in Fire set a record for the Chinese TV channel, Chunghwa TV(중화 TV),

in Korea. Beyond that, other products related to Nirvana in Fire have also become hot. For

instance, tourist agencies have promoted tourism products to get South Korean tourists to visit

the series’ filming locations. The publishing rights for the translation of the original novel have

also been hotly pursued by various South Korean publishing houses.

Therefore, to some extent, some Korean or Chinese television dramas; are popular in both

countries. And as means of mass media, TV dramas obviously have important social and
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economic influence.

The impact of television dramas and movies on the pattern of cultural consumption has

been prolifically reported. Cultural discourses on TV dramas now influence how human beings

identify themselves with certain cultural symbols, regardless of whether they come from

domestic or foreign sources of entertainment (Oh 2009). For individuals, watching TV dramas

has been a means of daily leisure. For markets, as products, TV dramas are closely connected to

different players, such as production companies, entertainment management firms, advertisers,

TV stations, and so on. For society, as a form of mass media, the messages portrayed by TV

dramas interacts intimately with the whole society’s ideology and culture. Moreover, for the

nation, TV dramas are not only a significant part of the culture industry, which comprises a

significant part of the national economy, but are also regarded as components of the nation’s

soft power and national image (Kim 2012). As neighboring countries, South Korea and China

both are widely influenced by Confucianism and enjoy increasingly frequent interactions. As a

result, although Korea and China have different styles regarding TV dramas, it is no wonder that

the two countries sometimes show similar preferences. Therefore, analyzing Korean and

Chinese preferences on TV dramas is of significance.

It is well known that Korean popular culture has made massive inroads into East Asia, and

subsequently across the world. The mass media and scholars have given the appellation,

“Korean Wave” (Hallyu in Korean), to refer to the rising popularity of Korean cultural products,

including television dramas, popular music, and movies. Korean TV dramas are the chief

promoter of Hallyu (Yang 2012). How popular, then, are Korean dramas across the world,

especially in the Asia? Chart 1 demonstrates that TV dramas have maintained a high percentage

of Korea’s exported broadcast products. In 2014, TV drama exports reached 189 million US
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dollars and it is reported that more than half of Korea’s dramas are exported to East Asia, and

over 90% are exported to Asia (Chai 2018, 15). Further, Korea’s culture industry has also been

promoted with the export of its TV dramas. The culture industry has been an indispensable

player in Korea’s economy. According to reports from The Korea Creative Content Agency, the

culture industry’s exports rapidly increased from 448 million dollars in 2007 to 6.89 billion

dollars in 2017(Shao 2018,1). The development of Korean dramas is closely connected with the

Korean government’s supportive policies and Korea’s perfect production chain. From

production to broadcast, Korea has its own systemic processes for developing TV dramas. In

recent years, Korea has focused on producing and exporting high quality dramas, rather than

simply rapidly expanding overseas. The dominant production companies and the main TV

stations employ a fewer-but-better strategy, limiting themselves to producing around three and

thirty dramas every year, respectively. Overall, while Korea’s annual drama production is only

around 100, it produces huge benefits. Therefore, we cannot deny that Korea is a powerful

country in terms of drama production. However, this does not mean there are no problems with

Korea’s drama industry. Although the Korean drama industry follows the “less is more” strategy,

many dramas’ audience ratings are too poor. Further, some years have entirely lacked widely

popular Korean dramas.

Source: “2017 Korean TV drama industry film and television content - export situation and overseas

Unit: 100 million

dollars
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audience analysis” 2017 年韩国电视剧行业影视内容出海情况及海外受众规模分析. . China baogao

中国报告网

How about China? If Korea is a powerful country in terms of TV dramas, China then is a

“massive” country. With economic development and the drama industry’s marketization, more

and more capital has poured into China’s market. In 2010, China was the number one country in

terms of annual TV drama production, and it has kept the top position in recent years. On

average, 400 dramas are produced each year in China. However, only 40% of those dramas

reach the audience, which means the overstock of TV dramas is serious in China (Xiong and

Zhou 2003,201). China produces nearly four times more TV dramas each year than Korea. But

when it comes to the overseas market, as Figure 2 shows, the export value of Chinese dramas is

far behind that of Korean dramas. In other words, China produces a great number of TV dramas

but does not achieve expected interests, whether at home or abroad. Audiences complain that

China’s TV dramas are not attractive. Fans worry about their stars, as the screenplays are too

bad. TV stations face great pressure to buy dramas from production companies, while

production companies worry that their dramas cannot reach the market. The Chinese state

worries about dramas’ quality and must advance policies to regulate the industry. Chinese

dramas seemed to be an embarrassment.
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Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China 中国国家统计总局1

However, we cannot deny the improvements made by the state and professionals. Costume

dramas seem to be more easily welcomed among domestic and overseas audiences. For instance,

Empresses in the Palace (甄嬛传), The Imperial Doctress (女医明妃传), Nirvana in Fire not

only earned high audience ratings in China, but also earned good reputations after being

exported overseas. This indicates that China is now able to produce high quality and popular

dramas. China’s TV drama industry is now concerned with how to effectively produce more

popular TV dramas.

As discussed above, Korea is a powerful country in the TV drama industry and China is a

great country in terms of drama production. The two countries each have their own advantages

in the TV drama industry. To have a better understanding of each country’s advantages, we ask,

what are the characteristics of TV drama production and broadcasting in Korea and China,

respectively? What are the similarities and differences of these characteristics? Given that the

1 According to the exchange rate by the National Bureau of Statistics of China, the RMB exchanged into the dollars

by the conversion rate,683.10, 676.95, 645.88, 631.25, 619.32, 614.28, 622.84 and 664.23 from 2009 to 2016

respectively.
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main purpose of TV drama is to attract high audience ratings, this paper seeks to answer the

above research questions on the basis of analyzing the TV dramas with high audience ratings.

1.2 Literature Review

1.2.1 Previous Studies About Television and Audiences

Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of broadcast media to national culture.

According to Schudson, broadcast media can promote a more unified national culture by

conferring status on nationally prominent people, places, rituals, and issues (Schudson 1994,67).

As Morley and Robins state: “ In the post-war years, it was television that became the central

mechanism for constructing the collective life and culture of the nation”( Morley, David and

Robins 1995,48).

Moreover, previous studies have also analyzed broadcast media from the perspective of the

audience. Firstly, there are several studies about why and how the audience selects TV content.

Katz employs uses and gratifications theory (UGT) to focus on why people use media and what

they use them for (Katz 1959). Katz also says that audiences are responsible for choosing media

to meet their desires and needs in order to achieve gratification. Katz classifies and explains the

audience’s goals as: to be informed or educated; to identify with media characters and their

situations characters of the situation in the media environment; simple entertainment; to

enhance social interaction; and to escape from the stresses of daily life (Katz and Lazarsfeld

1955,2). Storey adds that watching television is always so much more than a series of acts of

interpretation; it is above all else a social practice (Storey 2010). Berkowitz introduced

gatekeeping theory. He explains that TV gatekeepers, through the influence of their judgments

and values, determine audiences’ access to content and channels (Berkowitz 1990,55-62).

Gatekeeping theory shows the importance of censorship to the content of TV dramas. Therefore,
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watching TV content is not only a means of daily leisure, but also serves other purposes, such as

getting information, fulfilling social and emotional needs, and so on (Severin and Tankard

2001).

In addition, previous studies have also pointed out how audiences receive and interpret

television content. Gunter identifies the two most important factors of audience engagement in

determining how viewers interpret television content: (1) how real-life experiences compare to

television portrayals, and (2) viewers’ ability to identify how different plot elements link

together to form a coherent story (Gunter 2010,59). Gerbner uses cultivation theory to argue

that television is a medium of the socialization of most people into standardized roles and

behaviors (Gerbner 1986,67). Its function is, in a word, enculturation. Repeated exposure affects

how people view the real word. Katz and Lazarsfeld propose a two-step model. They conclude

the media alone is not that influential in affecting an audience’s attitudes, but rather is part of a

large system of situated culture (Katz and Lazarsfeld 1995,13-18). The audience often receives

the media’s messages through “opinion leaders” – individuals who pay close attention to the

media and filter information to family and friends( Lee and Katz 1993,74-85). As a result, some

people receive the media’s messages without directly consuming the content.

1.2.2 Previous Studies about Korean Dramas

Since the turn of the 21st century, South Korea has emerged as a major exporter of popular

culture and tourism, both of which have become significant parts of its burgeoning economy.

The growing popularity of Korean pop culture in many parts of the world has prompted the

South Korean government to support its creative industries through subsidies and funding for

startups. Recognizing it as a form of soft power, the government aims to become one of the

world's leading exporters of culture, along with Japan and Britain – a niche that the United
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States has dominated for nearly a century. Chung also views the Korean Wave as soft power,

especially when it motivates North Koreans to defect and facilitates their adaptation to life in

South Korea (Chung 2019,137–139). The Korean Wave is also regarded as a way to rebuild

South Korea’s national image, and functions as a form of cultural diplomacy when South Korea

interacts with other East Asian countries (Chen 2016,25-50).

Kwon and Kim state that how the government’s policies worked positively on the culture

industry’s development, especially in the early 1990s, when the government shifted from

focusing on political control over the culture industry to regarding it as part of its central

economic strategies (Kwon and Kim 2014,422–427). On the other hand, by analyzing Korean

drama audiences in China, Taiwan, and Japan, Yang finds that, compared with

globalism-nationalism and modernity-tradition, social proximity is quite important to the

Korean wave, and states that as a cultural product, the quality of TV dramas also works as a

great contributor to the popularity of TV dramas (Yang 2012,127–138). Other previous studies

view the Korean production system, in which the screenwriter, the director, and the producer all

have great say in the production, as the key to a drama’s success (Pan 2013). Other studies also

point out that the natures of Korean dramas are always connected to love and Confucianism as

the reasons why Korean culture has become a global phenomenon. Sung concludes that Korean

TV dramas strike the right chord of Asian sentiments, such as family values and respect for

elders (Sung 2014,56–60). As for the TV dramas’ content, there are studies explained that Hong

Kong and Singaporean female audiences are adept in using Korean dramas to negotiate

everyday life tensions and dilemmas experienced in contemporary urban living and to construct

what they see as their distinctive Asian modern femininity (Zhu, Keane and Bai 2008,17–37).
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1.2.3 Previous Studies about Chinese Dramas

When analyzing the Chinese culture industry or Chinese TV dramas, many previous

studies note that the government plays a significant role. Tai concludes that all Chinese

television production takes place under political supervision (Tai 2014,185-195), since the

Communist Party of China’s (CPC) political influence is decisive in any contentious issue. This

observation is widely recognized by professionals. It is easy to understand that the appropriation

of popular culture for political, ideological purposes — nationalistic, revolutionary, or

communist — is and has been a distinct feature of modern Chinese political culture (Lu

1996,139–142). Rajagopal adds that, as ideological products, Chinese TV dramas are of their

ideological importance. He states, “While advancing the cause of ‘development,’ television at

the same time holds out the promise of defending national tradition, and serving as a line of

defense against foreign culture, or against any other elements defined as negative; television

culture becomes a key site for discerning symptoms of the national mood.” (Rajagopal 2000,

297)

Lu states that anti-corruption and crime dramas, remade red classics, and even some

costume dramas have challenged the legitimacy of the communist government by touching on

sensitive political issues, and therefore have faced suppression and attacks in the official press

(Lu 2000,25–33). However, some scholars have different views towards the state’s control over

media and ideology in China. For example, Li believes that Chinese TV dramas are best

understood as a cultural site where Chinese media, the state, and most importantly, the Chinese

audience engage with the social and cultural changes inevitably produced by the penetration of

the global into the local, and project their disparate but interlocked desires through transnational

bodies and images (Li 2013,79).
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Some scholars have analyzed the genres of Chinese dramas in order to find out the reasons

behind high audience ratings. For example, Zhu notes that dynasty dramas are more likely to be

popular. She states that the historical “uncertainty,” where memories are fuzzy and

improvisation unearths previously obscured events, and the creative combination of

contemporary issues with dynastic settings are the two main reasons for this (Zhu, Keane and

Bai 2008,13). Regarding the family genre, Zhu believes that, while revisiting and reconstructing

traditional ways of life, family dramas bring into focus the desires, pleasures, and passions of

personal growth, as well as the restrictions and suffering people endure in the Confucian system

(Zhu 2008,134-145). The popularity of family dramas reflects the competing demands that

contemporary individuals must face when attempting to keep pace with “modern’’ world while

preserving the importance of tradition. Zhu also adds that urban family Chinese dramas also

reflect the common social problems in family lives and sexual relationships, such as midlife

crises, rising divorce rates, increasingly frequent extramarital affairs, and so on (Zhu

2008,210-220). This view is further developed by Li who argues that as real-life families

increasingly succumb to the pressures of contemporary life, breaking apart under the strains of

unemployment, social mobility, and materialism, imaginary television families become still

more important by providing a sense of solidarity and emotional identification for ordinary

viewers (Mcgaha 2015,32–37). In view of the above, we can see that regardless of the genre, the

reasons for the popularity of popular dramas are always connected to real life. Previous studies

also analyze the problems in Chinese TV dramas. The too-close connection between the

government and drama productions, dramas’ overdependence on TV stations for production and

broadcasting, and the lack of interaction between dramas and audiences are the most criticized

problems（Wu 2008,82–84）.
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In sum, many studies have demonstrated the importance of analyzing TV dramas as

popular culture and provided reasons for Korean and Chinese TV dramas’ popularity. Many

studies focus on TV dramas’ importance and performances. However, a few studies analyze the

reasons for TV dramas’ performances from the perspective of production and broadcasting. In

view of this, this paper analyzes the characteristics of TV dramas’ production and broadcasting

in order to develop a better understanding of dramas’ importance and performances. Analyzing

TV dramas’ production and broadcasting on the basis of recent TV dramas with high audience

ratings will help producers and TV stations develop better understandings of audience

preferences. Also, analyzing and comparing these characteristics will help promote

cross-cultural communication between South Korea and China. As a result, this study will

encourage international business development, especially in the cultural industry. Last but not

least, this analysis will assist governments in formulating policies relevant to TV dramas.

1.3 Research Methodology

This paper will use purposive sampling methodology to select Korean TV dramas

(K-dramas) with high audience ratings and Chinese TV dramas (C-dramas) with high audience

ratings in Korea and China, respectively, from 2012 to 2018. We determine the research subjects

by addressing the following questions.

Firstly, what are K-dramas and C-dramas? In this paper, we identify K-dramas as dramas

that are first broadcast on Korean TV stations and for which the production companies and the

production crews are mainly Korean. Likewise, we identify C-dramas as dramas that are first

broadcast on Chinese TV stations and for which the production companies and the production

crews are mainly Chinese.

Secondly, what is the threshold for high audience ratings? According to reports and news,
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if a Korean drama’s audience rating reaches 12% on network TV stations, such as KBS, SBS,

MBC, or 4% on cable TV stations, such as JTBC, TVN, it is regarded as performing well and

having a large audience. In China, the threshold is 1% for Star TV stations and CCTV. The

interviewed producers and directors in Authrule Media(旗帜传媒) and other media companies

also agree with these figures for setting the threshold for high audience ratings.

We cannot directly compare the audience ratings of Korean TV dramas and Chinese TV

dramas due to substantial and significant differences across the two countries. However, this is

not a major issue, as the purpose of this paper is to analyze the characteristics of the production

and broadcasting of dramas in the two countries; we just seek to ensure that the dramas we

select are regarded as dramas with high audience ratings in each country.

Thirdly, why examine the period from 2012 to 2017? During this period, both countries’

drama industries experienced a golden age and stable development. In addition, since 2000,

Korea’s cultural industry exports have increased rapidly, peaking at a growth rate of 34.9% in

2012. After 2012, the growth rate began to decrease. The same year, China’s annual drama

production began to show a downward trend, decreasing from 506 in 2012 to 313 in 2017.

Moreover, in 2012, the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television (国家广播电影电视

总局) (SARFT) placed restrictions on broadcasts of competing types of entertainment programs,

such as game shows, talk shows, and reality television. In response, in order to keep audiences

and advertisements, Chinese TV stations frequently changed their air schedules and broadcast

more dramas. In view of this, 2012 serves as a turning point for analyzing television dramas.

Due to a lack of data, the period researched ends at 2017.

Besides that, the qualitative research approaches are employed across many academic

disciplines, focusing particularly on the human elements of the social and natural sciences
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(Lougen 2009). The aim of a qualitative research project may vary with disciplinary background.

For instance, a psychologist may seek an in-depth understanding of human behavior and the

reasons that govern such behavior. Thus, qualitative research is helpful to determine the

characteristics of Chinese and Korean dramas and making comparisons between the drama

industries of the two countries.

What’s more, the text analysis is a research method used to interpret the characteristics of

words or visual information. The three main purposes for text analysis are to find out the nature,

the structure, and the function of the text. This paper focuses on analyzing TV dramas with high

audience ratings. As cultural products with plots, these popular dramas’ screenplays and related

introductions or comments are vital to understanding their nature. By watching selected TV

dramas and reading their screenplay plots, one can discover their themes. Further, through

reading audiences’ or professionals’ comments, the contents of TV dramas are more clearly seen.

Through such methods, the nature of TV dramas can be much better understood.
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Chapter 2. Analysis of Korean TV Dramas

This chapter first reviews the history of Korean TV dramas and the development of the

Korean TV drama industry. Second, it analyzes the characteristics of Korean TV drama

production. Third, examining selected Korean TV dramas with high audience ratings, it

determines the main characteristics of broadcasting across broadcasting players, TV stations and

broadcasting models, and broadcasting content.

2.1. History

In order to understand the success of Korean TV dramas across the world, it is essential to

look back on history and analyze the main factors influencing the development of the Korean

drama industry. This section attempts to outline how Korean drama developed with television

stations, highlighting three main determinants: governmental policies, economic conditions, and

technological development. According to different characteristics, this history can be divided

into three periods: the beginning period, in which drama was regarded as a means of social

control; the rapid development period, characterized by intensive competition; and the gradual

improvement period, characterized by cooperative relationships between production companies

and television stations (Chung 2009).

2.1.1 The Beginning (1961-1989): drama as social control

1961-1989 served as the beginning period of the Korean drama industry. After 1953, when

South Korea and North Korea signed an armistice, South Korea had an opportunity to recover

from the war and its economy had a stable domestic environment in which to develop. During

the Park Chung-hee (박정희) regime (1961-1979), the first terrestrial television network station

– the Korean Broadcasting System (KBS), a state-owned public network television station –
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was founded in December 1961, only seven months after the military coup that put Park in

power. This timing implies that the military government recognized the great potential of

television to promote governmental ideologies and regarded it as a means of social control.

KBS’s broadcasting aims, to “cure the sick minds of citizens” and to “display an image of the

recovering nations,” definitely showed the military government’s expectations (Chung and

Chang 2000,1). KBS produced and broadcasted the first K-drama, I Will Become a Man (나도

인간이 되련다 ), which mainly promoted democracy and criticized communism. In August

1969, the second terrestrial television network television station, Munhwa Broadcasting

Corporation (MBC), started broadcasting as a commercial television station.

During this period, the government had strict control over the television stations. The Park

regime regarded television stations as a political means to promote its message and consolidate

its power. The Park regime openly introduced censorship through an amendment to the

Broadcasting Act in 1973. Under this censorship, “negative” scenes, such as tragic historical

facts in historical dramas and immoral conduct in melodramas, were strictly prohibited. The

government itself defined the “negative” scenes (Jeon 2013,59). As a result of direct control

from the government, K-dramas were limited to “positive” programs, such as those that showed

the harmony of the extended family and women sacrificing themselves for the overall happiness

of family, which were quite popular among the middle-aged female audience. In addition,

because of the strict intervention of the autocratic Park regime to prohibit broadcasting stations

from producing dramas with political or social themes, melodramas and historical dramas were

quite rare.

However, in 1980, the Chun Doo-whan (전두환) regime forced the television industry to

fundamentally restructure through the so-called “Mass Media Reorganization.” During this
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restructuring, KBS became MBC’s majority owner, purchasing 70% of MBC’s stock. As a

consequence, the government controlled the entire television industry, because there was no

independent program production and programs were produced exclusively by the network

stations (Lee and Youn 1995,58).

However, the rapid improvement of the Korean economy, along with technological

development, produced positive effects on the development of K-dramas. The lack of recording

and playback technologies gradually improved, and with more funding, television stations could

produce higher quality dramas. In addition, as living standards improved, the number of

television owners significantly increased, rising from 13,000 in September 1961 to almost 6

million in 1979 (Chung and Chang 2000, 119). Increasing audiences encouraged stations to

produce more daily dramas.

2.1.2 Rapid Development（1990-1999）: intense competition

Next came the rapid development period of the 1990s. During this period, economic

factors had an increasing influence on the Korean television industry. Along with the expansion

of world capitalism came consistent pressure on global media industries to commercialize their

public broadcasting systems (Straubhaar 1991,38 – 59). For instance, the Seoul Broadcasting

System (SBS), the first commercial terrestrial network television company, opened in 1991.

Regarding MBC, in the 1990s, its largest shareholder switched from KBS to the Foundation for

Broadcast Culture (FBC), which was established by the National Assembly of Korea. As a result,

MBC does not receive government subsidies or collect license fees, but is not free political

influence. Then in the Korean television system, the three main network stations KBS, SBS and

MBC were established. Moreover, eight other local television stations were launched

throughout the nation from 1995 to 1997. The first turning point in the K-drama industry


